To
All Directors/Principals/HODs
BPUT Constituent and Affiliated Engineering Colleges

Madam/Sir,

As you are aware that the schedule for the Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering (GATE) 2018 were announced recently. Keeping in mind the aim to enhance the aspirants' future, and in order to help them explore a world of opportunities beyond their graduate degree, the Training & Placement wing of BPUT is conducting GATE awareness programme called Gate the GATE in all constituent and affiliated engineering colleges of BPUT. As per TEQIP-III/AICTE Guideline all final year students should appear in GATE -2018 Examinations this year.

BPUT is coordinating with experts from IISc, IITs, and many other premier institutions for quality delivery on GATE. The efforts will ensure that the aspirants of GATE will be made familiar with the opportunities beyond their B.E. and B. Tech degrees.

"Gate the GATE" is an attempt to inspire students to hone their skills to do better in their academic and professional life. Workshops/seminars will be organized in your college/institution by assigned team/experts soon. The awareness program will highlights:

- Details about Gate exam?
- When Exam will be conducted?
- Nature of Questions asked in the exam.
- How to make exam preparation Strategy.
- Which books to be referred?
- Importance of getting good rank in exam.
- Carrier opportunities after GATE exam.

Directors/Principals/HODs are requested to ensure participation of 3rd & 4th Year students in the workshops/seminars to be conducted soon in your college premises.

Seeking your kind cooperation,

Regards,

Sd/-
Director, P&IT